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Pennsylvania FFA Members
Represented at 91st National Convention
The 91st annual National FFA
Convention and Expo was held
Oct. 24-27 and was heavily attended by Pennsylvania FFA members.
The state officer team began
delegate work on Monday, Oct. 22.
All seven officers worked among
six committees to look at different
issues proposed by both national
FFA and individual states.
The state officers weren’t the
only busy ones.
Multiple Pennsylvania FFA
members represented the commonwealth in Indianapolis, competing
in a multitude of different events
throughout the week. A complete
list of event placements can be
found at www.paffa.org.
Performing for a sold-out crowd,
Garth Brooks kicked off the
convention and packed nearly half
of Lucas Oil Stadium with FFA
members.
He received an encore and his

The Pennsylvania State Officer team met with Ag Secretary Sonny Perdue at the National FFA Convention.
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honorary American Degree from
the National FFA officers.
For the first time in nearly 20
years, the president of the United
States spoke at the National FFA
Convention.
Every year an invitation is
sent to the sitting president, and
President Donald Trump accepted.
Secretary of Agriculture Sonny
Perdue also spoke to the nearly
70,000 FFA members gathered.
The National Nominating
Committee also selected the
2018-19 National FFA Officer
team: President Luke O’Leary of
California; Secretary Layni Leblanc of Louisiana; Eastern Region
Vice President Adrian Schunk of
Michigan; Western Region Vice
President Shea Booster of Oregon;
Southern Region Vice President
Jordan Stowe of Alabama; and
Central Region Vice President
Ridge Hughbanks of Oklahoma.

Berlin FFA Members Create
Elephant Feeders for SAE Project
Members of the Berlin FFA chapter recently
were challenged with a big problem.
After touring the Pittsburgh Zoo, zookeepers suggested that the members could attempt
to build a feeder for the elephants. Adviser Dan
Miller took the idea and turned it into a Supervised Agricultural Experience project for the
students.

The point behind the feeder was to give the
zookeepers a way to feed the elephants safely and
without actually having to enter the pen.
Berlin FFA members approached this by creating a crane that could be attached to the fence.
Members worked in their chapter’s metal shop
to create the project, and even added some FFA
blue and a laser-cut elephant into the top.
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Berlin FFA members work to complete their elephant feeders for an SAE.

